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What makes identity theft the epidemic it has become? The fact that half of all victims know t
Watch out for these red flags
1. Resentment

I worked for a company that handled lost and stolen credit card reports. I don’t know how many
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What makes identity theft the epidemic it has become? The fact that half of all victims know t
Watch out for these red flags
1. Resentment

I worked for a company that handled lost and stolen credit card reports. I don’t know how many

Of course it’s not limited to former husbands and wives but anger is a powerful emotion. The o

No matter what the relationship, always keep a close eye on your credit and other financial in
2. The Snoop.

The people that ask you too many questions of a very personal nature. Its easy to not think an

Now it could all be perfectly innocent but with id theft the number one crime for the fifth ye
3.Addiction

"I don’t have any drug addicts in my family." Good deal but substance abusers are not the only

Gambling and pornography on the internet are billion dollar industries. According to Jim Vaule

Any kind of obsessive behaviour can throw a person’s normally rational judgement out the windo

Addiction also means more than likely the identity thief can and will justify their actions. E
What do you do in instances like this? Filing a police report may not be a bad idea.

Author Liz Pullman Weston of MSN Money says "A little tough love may be the only way to stop a
Even if the addict apologizes profusely and vows never to do it again (quite common) the odds
There are of course other symptoms. Somebody living above their means or mail that looks like

If identity theft happens to you, the best thing besides recovering your identity will be your
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